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No military regimes now rule in Latin America, but most of the literature on civil-military relations contends that the military remains an immensely powerful and autonomous political actor that civilian leaders cannot afford to antagonize.1 Recently, however, new studies have emerged to challenge conventional views of civil-military relations by showing how the power and prerogatives of the armed forces have declined in many Latin American countries.2 For example, Richard Millett asserts in

---

his contribution to *Beyond Praetorianism: The Latin American Military in Transition*:

... Latin America’s military institutions are entering a period of difficult and potentially traumatic change. Missions, threats, relations with other actors, both foreign and domestic, even the traditional immunities and privileges of the officer corps are all open to constant re-examination. ... The ability ... of the armed forces to act as an institution separate from civil society and with the power—indeed the obligation—to judge that society seems to be disappearing. Even the military’s internal autonomy, its traditional control over assignments, promotions, and finances, is being questioned. (Pp. 291–92)

The authors of these new studies are careful to stress that the military in most Latin American countries remains an important political force. They also recognize that the armed forces have not fully subordinated themselves to civilian authority. The limits of civilian control are highlighted by the inability of democratic governments to imprison more than a handful of officers for past abuses of human rights. Nevertheless, scholars such as Wendy Hunter, Paul Zagorski, David Pion-Berlin, Richard Millett, and others are now arguing that the military has lost substantial political power in many countries in the region and that its position is likely to erode further.

Explanations for this unexpected shift in civil-military relations vary widely, but nearly all analysts cite the end of the cold war and the subsequent demise of communism as principal causes. These developments dissolved the threat from the revolutionary Left (except in Peru and Colombia) that had long served to justify the military’s role in domestic politics. With the spread of a new global consensus on democratic government and market economics, the United States and the Latin American private sector no longer need the armed forces to protect them from the Marxist or populist Left. Indeed, the United States has become one of the strongest advocates of downsizing the Latin American military and subordinating it to civilian control. International financial institutions also pressure for military budget cuts to support neoliberal economic reform and, like the newly activist Organization of American States, threaten to isolate any nation whose rulers come to power by military coup.

In addition to analyzing the level of subordination of the armed forces to civilian authority, much of the current literature on civil-military relations also attempts to determine what missions the Latin American

---

military should perform in the era after the cold war. Some analysts believe that a wide variety of military missions are compatible with democracy. In addition to their external defense role, soldiers could participate in civic-action projects to aid national development or assist police in internal security tasks such as combating drug trafficking. Other analysts, however, are convinced that the armed forces should concentrate exclusively on external defense and closely related tasks like international peacekeeping. They argue that civic action and internal-security activities will immerse the armed forces too deeply in domestic politics and that participation in the regional drug war will corrupt the military. Counterinsurgency warfare also brings the armed forces into domestic politics, but most scholars recognize that no other institution would be able to deal with the remaining leftist guerrilla groups. General agreement seems to exist that it is unwise to permit the armed forces to enhance their income and autonomy by operating nonmilitary business enterprises.

The six books to be reviewed in this essay offer a range of views on the relative power of the military in Latin American politics today. They also present a variety of opinions about appropriate military missions. The volume edited by Brian Loveman and Thomas Davies asserts that the power of the armed forces remains intact, and Bruce Farcau’s study of democratic transition in Bolivia and Brazil is skeptical of views that predict decreasing military influence in Latin America. In sharp contrast, Wendy Hunter’s study of Brazilian civil-military relations makes a strong case that the military is losing its hold on Latin American politics even in countries where it emerged from the transition to democracy in a strong position. The other three edited volumes contain a mix of viewpoints on the current civil-military balance, although most contributors take a position closer to Hunter’s perspective than to Loveman and Davies’s more traditional interpretation. The volume edited by Gabriel Marcella offers the most positive views of a multifunctional military. Several selections in the volume edited by Millett and Michael Gold-Biss also favor a broad military role within a democratic system. Hunter, in contrast, is convinced that democracy will have a greater chance of success if the armed forces concentrate narrowly on external defense and international peacekeeping. Many contributors to the Millett and Gold-Biss volume as well as Louis Goodman in the book edited by Larry Diamond and Marc Plattner generally share this view. The Loveman and Davies book has little to say on this lively debate, but Farcau perceives potential problems with both internal and external military missions.

Loveman and Davies’s *The Politics of Antipolitics: The Military in Latin America* is the third edition of a widely used reader. The editors explain that the Latin American officer corps has always valued order and hierarchy and has considered itself superior to the corrupt, incompetent civilian political class. Disgusted by civilian politicians’ selfish personal
rivalries and demagogic appeals to emerging social classes, the armed forces have regularly intervened in politics to cleanse the body politic of these evils. The contributors to the Loveman and Davies volume carefully trace the evolution of the military’s antipolitical behavior from the early nineteenth century to the present. Many chapters were written by leading authorities such as Frederick Nunn on Chile and Robert Potash on Argentina. A fascinating section entitled “The Military Speaks for Itself” presents sixty pages of antipolitical speeches and public statements made by military leaders.

Although the most recent edition of The Politics of Antipolitics continues to be an excellent source on the history of Latin American civil-military relations, it does not evidence enough appreciation of recent civilian successes in curbing the military to provide an accurate description of the current situation. Loveman’s concluding essays note briefly that external pressure and the lack of security threats have enabled civilian governments to begin to whittle away at military prerogatives. The volume also includes a new article on El Salvador by Knut Walter and Philip Williams showing how the Salvadoran Peace Accords point toward a small and politically marginal military in the future. Yet the entire thrust of Loveman’s comments is to argue how little military attitudes and civil-military relations have changed since the cold war ended. He asserts that beneath a veneer of elected civilian rule, Latin American governments are still “protected democracies” securely under the tutelage of the armed forces. This claim would be more convincing if Loveman and Davies had updated this edition with detailed discussions of new developments in civil-military relations during the 1990s. Unfortunately, except for the selection on El Salvador and a few sentences on Chile, none of the articles on specific countries say anything about the events of the current decade. Thus one finds little discussion of the shrinking military budgets, reductions in force, lost military prerogatives, and political defeats of the armed forces that other scholars have interpreted as indicating a striking contraction in military influence. Nor has the collection of military speeches and public statements been expanded to include any examples after 1986.

It would have been useful to include speeches by military officials such as Argentine military commander General Martín Balza, who has become a spokesperson for strict military obedience to civilian authority. Balza’s statements notwithstanding, Loveman and Davies are no doubt correct in assuming that military officers still harbor antipolitical attitudes. The new democracies of contemporary Latin America continue to be plagued by the corruption, inefficiency, and unseemly squabbles over patronage that have always appalled military professionals. But in the new political world after the cold war, it is no longer so easy for the armed forces to act on their antipolitical attitudes by intervening in politics.

Bruce Farcau’s The Transition to Democracy in Latin America: The Role
of the Military concentrates on explaining transitions from military to civilian rule during the 1980s but also offers noteworthy views on contemporary civil-military relations and future military missions. Farcau examines the reasons for the rise and fall of military dictatorships of the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. He explains the nature of factionalization within the Latin American military and cites competition among military factions as the main explanatory factor in case studies of democratic transition in Bolivia and Brazil. Unlike most analysts of democratic transitions, Farcau claims that the military does not divide over the issue of democratization per se. Rather, preexisting factions within the armed forces use the democratization issue as a tactical weapon in their struggles for promotions, command positions, and institutional control. He even contends that a supposedly pro-democratic soft-liner faction will reverse itself and oppose democratic transition if its leaders come to believe that the end of the authoritarian regime will leave a competing military faction in a stronger position.

Farcau is certainly right to remind readers of the potential importance of military factions and officers’ pragmatic self-interests in explaining military behavior. He supports his thesis well in the case of Bolivia (where he once served as a U.S. Foreign Service officer) by linking developments in the democratic transition in that country to an ongoing conflict between two Bolivian military factions. This argument is much less persuasive, however, when he applies it to the Brazilian case. Farcau divides the Brazilian officer corps into two principal factions, the Sorbonne Group or Castelistas, associated with General Humberto de Alencar Castelo Branco and other officers who served in the Brazilian expeditionary force in Italy during World War II, and the Duros, who were led by officers who did not participate in that expedition. Farcau claims that Brazil democratized under Castelista Generals Ernesto Geisel and João Figueiredo not because they were more committed to democratization but because it served their primary goal of factional dominance within the armed forces. As Farcau knows, Thomas Skidmore and other scholars who have studied the Brazilian transition in depth have argued that the leaders of the Geisel-Figueiredo soft-liner faction genuinely believed in liberalization and controlled democratization, opposing a hard-liner faction that strongly disagreed. 3 To overturn the existing interpretation, Farcau would have to present compelling new evidence for his claims. But except for a handful of interviews with Brazilian officers serving as military attachés abroad, his chapter on Brazil is based on standard secondary sources. Farcau’s case also would be more plausible if at some point the

Castelistas had switched sides with the Duros on the issues of liberalization and democratization, but such a reversal never occurred.

The Brazilian case actually suggests that not all military factions are as purely materialistic as those Farcau studied closely in Bolivia. Moreover, most students of the Latin American military would argue that military institutions are not all as factionalized as the Bolivian armed forces. In reality, factionalization may have little to do with explaining the political behavior of more unified, hierarchical, and professionally disciplined institutions like the Chilean Army. Hunter argues in *Eroding Military Influence in Brazil* that the Brazilian military became a much more centralized, hierarchical, and unified organization because of institutional reforms carried out during the military dictatorship (pp. 27–29). She claims that no prominent factions exist in today’s active-duty Brazilian Army.

Farcau does not examine current civil-military relations in Bolivia or Brazil in any detail, but he comments favorably on Loveman’s claim in a recent article that the military remains a dominant political actor in Latin America despite the return of civilian governments. Farcau is also skeptical of factors that other analysts believe will promote civilian control, such as the collapse of communism, the antimilitary attitude of U.S. leaders, and the fact that the military generally left power discredited by policy failure. He argues that the interests of the armed forces could still be threatened by noncommunist popular revolts sparked by persisting poverty and inequality in Latin America. Farcau also observes that civilian leaders are themselves becoming discredited by high levels of corruption. Moreover, he claims that the attitude of the United States matters much less than in the past in Latin America. Although Farcau believes that democracy may survive in spite of these problems, most of his advice to civilian leaders for handling civil-military relations implies that the military will remain a powerful force that must be placated.

In light of Farcau’s views on the importance of military factions, it is not surprising that he recommends that civilian presidents gain an understanding of the factional structure of the armed forces and attempt to maintain equilibrium among competing military factions to prevent an imbalance from causing a coup. He also warns that downsizing the military may provoke a dangerous factional scramble for the reduced number of promotions and senior appointments. Factors like these are more prominent in Farcau’s thinking about how to help civilian governments survive than any specific mix of military missions. He dislikes having the armed forces assume broad civic-action roles that involve them in domestic politics, but he remains unconvinced by proponents of external-defense missions. Farcau points out that few Latin American nations face external threats credible enough to justify such a mission focus and suggests that peacekeeping opportunities may actually stimulate new factional conflicts.
The best new book on Latin American civil-military relations is Wendy Hunter’s *Eroding Military Influence in Brazil: Politicians against Soldiers*. During the dictatorship from 1964 to 1985, the Brazilian military defeated the threat from the Left, achieved notable economic success, and gained substantial popular support. Consequently, the armed forces conducted the transition to democracy from a position of strength and were confident that they would maintain their extensive political influence and prerogatives. Students of Brazilian politics uniformly endorsed this assessment. But contrary to these expectations, as Hunter convincingly shows, the political power of the Brazilian military has eroded significantly since civilian government was reestablished. Democratically elected politicians have successfully contested the military over a wide range of issues and narrowed its scope of influence. Plans to expand the armed forces have been reversed, the military budget has been slashed, and military salaries have fallen so low that Brazilian officers have had to seek second jobs. The armed forces have also been forced to give up control of the intelligence service, the national security council, and militarized state police forces. In addition, civilian politicians defied strong military opposition by expanding the right to strike and curbing the armed forces’ grandiose plans for developing and occupying the Amazon. The military also lost its previously unchallenged control over nuclear matters.

Drawing on rational-choice theory, Hunter explains these developments by arguing that the reestablishment of democratic electoral competition creates strong incentives for self-interested politicians to contest the military. Politicians’ need for patronage and popular programs to win votes leads them to try to capture resources from the military budget and to challenge the military’s policy preferences when they conflict with public needs or demands. The greater the popular mandate of the civilian government, the greater its capacity to win budgetary and policy battles against military opposition because it is too risky for the armed forces to use forceful measures against any government with solid popular backing. Hunter demonstrates that while President Fernando Collor enjoyed broad popularity, he was able to make major progress in reducing the power of the military. In contrast, a weak chief executive like José Sarney leaned on the military for support. Hunter reasons that before the cold war ended, popular political leaders might have feared challenging the armed forces despite the potential electoral payoffs. Now, however, the lack of threats to the socioeconomic and political order in the era following the cold war renders the current domestic and international political climate hostile to military coups and other strong-arm tactics. As saber rattling loses credibility, civilian politicians become bolder in confronting the military.

Although the military has lost political influence in the last decade, Hunter makes it clear that Brazilian civil-military relations have not
evolved into a model of democratic control. Many officers continue to view themselves as guardians of the nation with the duty to criticize political leaders. Defense policy also remains almost entirely a military preserve. In addition, the armed forces maintain enclaves of autonomy in areas unrelated to politicians' electoral incentives, such as military education, training, and promotions. Hunter argues that although the weakly institutionalized Brazilian party system encourages politicians to seek increased patronage resources at the military's expense, it also inhibits efforts to develop a coherent policy that would redefine the role of the armed forces. The Brazilian military participates extensively in both civic action and internal security, but Hunter believes that it would be less prone to interfere in domestic politics in the future if it were reorganized to concentrate on external defense. She also sees a need to reform military education so as to promote within the officer corps a narrower and more democratic conception of the military's place in Brazilian society.

In the final chapter of *Eroding Military Influence in Brazil*, Hunter tests the comparative applicability of her argument about electoral incentives by examining recent civil-military relations in Chile, Argentina, and Peru. She finds that electoral competition has imposed pressures on civilian politicians to roll back military influence and that popular support has increased their capacity to do so in each of the countries, despite significant differences among the three cases. The Chilean military was the most successful in constructing legal protections for itself and its conservative allies during the democratic transition. Consequently, it retained more power than its counterparts. Nonetheless, Hunter claims that Chilean civilian politicians have achieved more success over the armed forces than is generally appreciated. The Chilean military budget has been cut, the national police (*carabineros*) have been removed from military control, and the military has been excluded from the new anti-terrorist agency. Over fierce military opposition, two high-ranking officers were imprisoned for their role in the 1976 assassinations of Orlando Letelier, a former foreign minister in the Allende government, and his assistant.

The Argentine military was so discredited by human rights abuses, economic failures, and its defeat in the Falklands that it could win no legal protections for itself during the transition to democracy. Demoralized and deeply unpopular, the armed forces were unable to defend themselves against the drastic reductions in force size, budget, and prerogatives demanded by civilian politicians. Although military rebellions forced the Argentine government to cease human rights prosecutions against military officers, in every other respect, the Argentine armed forces continued...
to lose ground. The military draft was abolished, and the armed forces were obliged to focus exclusively on external defense and international peacekeeping.

Hunter also documents civilian successes in reducing the influence of the Peruvian armed forces until the Sendero Luminoso guerrilla insurgency forced President Alberto Fugimori to resuscitate the military. Lacking his own political party base and faced with economic crisis and guerrilla warfare, the Peruvian president relied on military support to carry out his 1992 autogolpe. Hunter notes that the Peruvian case indicates that a minimal level of political and economic stability is necessary for the competitive dynamic of democracy to result in diminishing military power.

Richard Millett and Michael Gold-Biss examine the current status of civil-military relations in the region in their edited volume, Beyond Praetorianism: The Latin American Military in Transition. The most intriguing piece in this valuable collection is Millett’s concluding essay, in which he cites numerous examples of the Latin American military’s political decline and argues that the institution is undergoing traumatic changes since the cold war. Although military officers remain highly critical of civilian elites, Millett claims that they have become extremely reluctant to use force unless they are certain that military intervention will attract broad popular support. He nonetheless views the military as a potentially powerful political force. Although coups are now unlikely to be precipitated by civilian efforts to trim military prerogatives, civilian governments that become widely reviled because of extreme corruption or incompetence could become vulnerable to military overthrow. Millett expects military coups to be relatively rare occurrences, however, and predicts that military governments replacing failed civilian rulers will be short-lived. Disappointing experiences with governing and fears of international economic isolation have dissuaded the armed forces from contemplating long-term military rule. Like Hunter, Millett believes that civilian politicians will shrink the size and budget of the armed forces further in coming years. Civilian authority over the military will gradually increase in most countries, although Millett anticipates that the process will be neither smooth nor steady.

Most of the other selections in Beyond Praetorianism also emphasize how much power the military has lost. Carina Perelli and Juan Rial describe the South American military as in the throes of an existential crisis. Peru and Colombia need their armed forces to combat insurgencies, but a lack of credible external or internal military threats has led a growing segment of the population in Argentina, Uruguay, and elsewhere to consider the military superfluous. As a consequence, Perelli and Rial assert, the military is being bled to death and is losing public respect in many Latin American countries. As resources dry up, morale sags, equipment becomes obsolete, and talented officers abandon the institution. Drawing on
her recent book, Deborah Norden describes the weakening of the Argentine military, and Bonnie Tenneriello, Geoff Thale, and Millett show how the armed forces have been purged, reduced in size, and restructured in El Salvador. Tenneriello et al. think that a redefinition of the military’s role in Guatemala will be more difficult but believe that present conditions encourage increasing civilian control. In addition to the favorable international climate after the cold war, Guatemalan civil society has become much more assertive in recent years, as demonstrated by the successful mass resistance of an attempted autogolpe by President Jorge Serrano in 1993. The two contributors to Beyond Praetorianism who emphasize the military’s continuing strength instead of its decline are Luis Guzmán and Max Manwaring. Guzmán correctly characterizes the Nicaraguan Army as still too large, too influential, and too allied with the Sandinistas. Manwaring offers a description of Brazilian civil-military relations at odds with Hunter’s analysis. Manwaring claims that the Brazilian military has simply “resumed its former position behind the proverbial throne” (p. 235) and is likely to become even more deeply involved in political and economic decision making. But he does not explain why such a supposedly dominant military has been starved for resources and defeated in key political battles over the Amazon and other issues.

As the military has declined, it has been forced to seek new duties to justify its existence. The United States also has begun to pressure Latin American militaries to adopt nontraditional missions such as suppressing drug trafficking. But as Perelli and Rial as well as Millett point out, Latin American military officers are unhappy with many of the new tasks they have been assigned. Protecting the environment in response to international pressure often goes against the military’s sense of national sovereignty and independence. Involvement in the drug war threatens to corrupt the institution and makes it unpopular with peasant cultivators. In addition, the military despises police work and risks committing new human rights abuses by engaging in law enforcement. Millett recognizes these concerns but counters that the police are overwhelmed by rising crime and that the military is the only institution with the requisite air, naval, and intelligence assets to assist them. Manwaring, in a second essay on threats to the Americas posed by guerrillas, narcotics, and terrorism, also sees a central role for the military in fighting drug traffickers and insurgent groups like Sendero that collaborate in the narcotics trade. Stephen Wager adds a positive evaluation of the Mexican military’s extensive involvement in civic action and internal security.

In contrast, other contributors to Beyond Praetorianism advocate a narrower focus on external defense and international peacekeeping. Tricia

Juhn concentrates on El Salvador, while Argentine Ambassador Hernán Patiño Mayer discusses the region as a whole. Norden shows that the Argentine military has already been restricted to these two missions. Jack Child documents the increasing involvement of the Latin American military in international peacekeeping during the 1990s.

Gabriel Marcella's useful edited volume, *Warriors in Peacetime: The Military and Democracy in Latin America*, focuses on the future missions of the armed forces. Several of the contributors provide additional evidence that the military has already lost significant political influence. Uruguayan scholar Juan Rial explains how the end of the cold war has rapidly eroded military power and offers a valuable overview of the status of civil-military relations in most countries in the region. He finds that the military is still a dominant political player in Paraguay, where the democratic transition is incomplete, as well as in a handful of other countries. In the rest of Latin America, the military is no longer strong enough to impose restrictions on civilian governments. Rial admits, however, that most of the Latin American armed forces resent their loss of status and resources and have not fully subordinated themselves to civilian control. Rial believes that to improve civil-military relations, the military must be given a clearly defined mission and sufficient resources to carry it out. He thinks the armed forces should concentrate on external defense and international peacekeeping, but he recognizes that at times they will have to be called on for assistance in the internal security tasks that they dislike. Rial emphasizes that it is in the interest of civilian politicians to become much better informed about defense issues and to collaborate with military officers to develop a more productive civil-military relationship.

Marcella's contribution to *Warriors in Peacetime* criticizes recent cuts in military budgets as too drastic. He argues that such precipitous reductions heighten civil-military tensions and damage military readiness and morale. Attempts to marginalize the military are counterproductive and may even nurture future coups. Like Rial, Marcella believes that civilians should enter into a dialogue with military officers to improve mutual understanding and ease the redefining of the military's role. He asserts that the military remains a valuable institution that can support democracy by performing an array of missions. He reminds readers of the role played by the U.S. Army in developing the American West and the ongoing contributions of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Marcella believes that the Latin American armed forces can be used similarly to bring public services to remote areas and build infrastructure without undermining democracy. The armed forces can also help preserve national resources, assist in disaster relief, fight domestic insurgencies, and aid law enforcement in the struggle against drug trafficking. Other selections in *Warriors in Peacetime* such as those by Howard Wiarda and U.S. Army engineer Jack Le Cuyer also endorse a multifunctional role for the Latin American mili-
Kenneth Sharpe offers a lone but effective dissent against using the Latin American military in the regional drug war, a U.S. policy that he feels has become a costly and foolish obsession.

In Civil-Military Relations and Democracy, edited by Larry Diamond and Marc Plattner, only two selections focus on Latin America. Rial presents an updated version of the views expressed in his earlier piece in the Marcella volume, while Louis Goodman offers what I found to be the most persuasive discussion of military missions. In the Diamond and Plattner volume, Rial is more convinced than ever of the military’s fall from power and claims that military subordination to civilian authority is now becoming the norm in the region. But he reaffirms the need for more extensive civil-military interaction and more effective mechanisms of civilian oversight.

Goodman’s contribution makes it clear that he would prefer to see the military concentrate on its primary purpose—external defense. But he argues sensibly that it may not be possible or even desirable to restrict the military to this role at this time. In Goodman’s opinion, the first question to ask in determining the appropriateness of a particular military mission is whether its performance by the armed forces would enhance or diminish prospects for democratic consolidation. Goodman proposes three criteria for making this determination. First, does the military’s involvement in this activity exclude other viable alternative groups such as the police or private entrepreneurs and prevent them from acquiring critical skills? Second, do the armed forces by their involvement gain added privileges that may lead them to promote their own institutional interests in politics and thereby undermine democracy? Finally, will the military begin to neglect its core defense mission by failing to maintain combat readiness because of its involvement in the activity? Using these criteria, Goodman reasons that if a democratic nation’s well-being depends on a particular task being carried out and no other institution is capable of undertaking it, then the military should assume the mission. Examples would be counterinsurgency activities or delivery of social services to remote areas. But if the police can handle illegal activities and private enterprises can build needed infrastructure or provide goods currently produced by military industries, then the military should not be allowed to engage in these activities. Goodman also stresses that any noncombat roles that are assumed by the armed forces must be clearly transitional missions with a timetable for their return to civilian hands.

In contrast to what most literature on contemporary civil-military relations in Latin America has led analysts to expect, it is clear from recent works by Hunter, Millett, Rial, and others that the armed forces have begun to lose substantial political power and prerogatives. But it is also evident that the rate of the military’s political decline has varied from country to country. In Argentina the once arrogant military has become a small,
politically weak institution obedient to civil authority, while in Paraguay, the army continues to be the country’s most powerful political player. Although not as influential as it once was, the military is still a much more important political actor in Chile or Nicaragua than it is in El Salvador. Civil-military relations now appear to vary widely across Latin America.

Our next step in research should be to develop and test theories to explain this variation. Because we have only recently begun to recognize that the Latin American military is no longer as dominant as it was once thought to be, little has been done to explain the range of civil-military relations in Latin America since the cold war ended. Possible explanatory factors may include structural context variables such as level of economic development. We may find that more economically developed countries in the region with stronger civil societies will tend to have the least politically powerful militaries, although Chile would seem to be an exception. Or following the trend of the current democratization literature, we may discover that process variables have greater explanatory power. It would be revealing to analyze, for example, the degree to which successful civilian presidents have followed the policy guidelines outlined by Huntington in their attempts to curb the military: limiting military missions to external defense, ruthlessly punishing leaders of attempted coups, and reducing the size of the armed forces but improving salaries, professional training, and equipment. In addition, the relative economic performance of civilian governments and their levels of corruption may prove to be influential process factors. Both Hunter and Millett have suggested that civilian governments made highly unpopular by economic failure or corruption become more vulnerable to military pressure. Clearly, the current variation in civil-military relations in Latin America gives scholars an important new research puzzle to solve.

6. There will always be considerable subjectivity involved in measuring the military’s political power and autonomy. Use of a common standard such as Alfred Stepan’s indicators of military prerogatives might help narrow disagreements in the future. See Stepan, Rethinking Military Politics: Brazil and the Southern Cone (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1988), 94–97.
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By David William Foster, Melissa Fitch Lockhart, and Darrell B. Lockhart
(Culture and Customs of Latin America and the Caribbean)
Greenwood Press. 1998. 0-313-30319-3. $45.00 Est.

Mexico in the Age of Proposals, 1821-1853
By Will Fowler
Contributions in Latin American Studies. No. 12
Greenwood Press. 1998. 0-313-30427-0. $55.00 Est.

Puerto Rico Past and Present
An Encyclopedia
By Ronald Fernandez, Serafin Mendez, and Gail Cueto
0-313-29822-X. $59.95

U.S. Imperialism in Latin America
Bryan's Challenges and Contributions, 1900-1920
By Edward S. Kaplan
Contributions in Comparative Colonial Studies. No. 35
0-313-30489-0. $55.00

Encyclopedia of the Inter-American System
By G. Pope Atkins
Atkins, long the ranking authority in study of the inter-American system... now has brought out yet another publication indispensable for all students of the topic and the area. . . ."
Choice
0-313-28600-0. $115.00

Oil and Coffee
Latin American Merchant Shipping from the Imperial Era to the 1950s
By René De La Pedraja
Contributions in Economics and Economic History, No. 206
Greenwood Press. 1999. 0-313-30839-X. $59.00 Est.

Power in the Southern Cone Borderlands
An Anthropology of Development Practice
By Carmen Alicia Ferradás
Bergin & Garvey. 1998. 232 pages.
0-89789-560-6. $59.95

The Legacy of the Monroe Doctrine
A Reference Guide to U.S. Involvement in Latin America and the Caribbean
By David W. Dent
Greenwood Press. 1998. 0-313-30109-3. $60.00 Est.

PLACE YOUR ORDER TOLL-FREE, 24 HOURS-A-DAY: 1-800-225-5800

Visit us on the web at http://www.greenwood.com
Caribbean Creolization
Reflections on the Cultural Dynamics of Language, Literature, and Identity
Edited by Kathleen M. Balutansky and Marie-Agnès Sourieau
"Provides a truly pan-Caribbean vision of creolization, covering as it does the Dutch-speaking, English-speaking, French-speaking, and Spanish-speaking countries."—Gustavo Pellon, University of Virginia
Published in the Caribbean by The Press—University of the West Indies. Cloth, $49.95

Popular Expression and National Identity in Puerto Rico
The Struggle for Self, Community, and Nation
Lillian Guerra
"Well-written and powerfully argued . . . I know of no other work [on the subject] as comprehensive in its scope, extensive in its analysis, coherent in its internal argument, and consistent in its evaluated sources."—Franklin W. Knight, Johns Hopkins University
Cloth, $49.95

Fleeing Castro
Operation Pedro Pan and the Cuban Children's Program
Victor Andres Triay
Cloth, $49.95

The British Army in the West Indies
Society and the Military in the Revolutionary Age
Roger Norman Buckley
Cloth, $55.00 WOC

Trade Conditions and Labor Rights
U.S. Initiatives, Dominican and Central American Responses
Henry J. Frundt
Cloth, $55.00

Order through full-service booksellers or with VISA or M/C toll free: 1-800-226-3822. Homepage: http://nersp.nerdc.ufl.edu/~upf

Forthcoming

Buenos Aires
Perspectives on the City and Cultural Production
David William Foster
Cloth, $39.95
Below: Drawing by Antonio Loro.
Recent articles:

The Politics of Inflation-Fighting in New Democracies
Charles H. Blake

From Democratic Socialism to Neoliberalism: The Metamorphoses of the People's National Party in Jamaica
Bruce M. Wilson

Chile's New Entrepreneurs and the "Economic Miracle": The Invisible Hand or A Hand from the State?
Rachel A. Schurman

Ceremonial Regionalism, Institutions, and Integration in the Americas
Veronica Montecinos

An interdisciplinary journal exploring current issues in development theory and practice. Open to all theoretical, methodological, and ideological approaches in examining the relationship between population, technology, and policy in a developmental context.

STUDIES IN COMPARATIVE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Published Quarterly

Subscription rates:

Individuals: $62/yr; $114/2yrs; $156/3yrs
Institutions: $130/yr; $240/2yrs; $342/3yrs
Foreign surface mail add $32/yr
Foreign airmail add $48/yr
(Rates subject to change annually)

Visit us on the web at http://WWW.TRANSACTIONPUB.COM

Call 908/445-2280 or Fax 908/445-3138
Human Settlements and Planning for Ecological Sustainability

The Case of Mexico City

Keith Pezzoli

foreword by John Friedmann

"Unquestionably the best study of contemporary social struggle over sustainable land use — land use incorporating ecological and conservationist principles — available for Mexico City, and one of the best case-specific studies in print exploring the social and political dimensions of sustainable development in an urban setting."

— Stephen Mumme, Colorado State University

Urban and Industrial Environments series

464 pp., 64 illus. $35

Chronicle of the Guayaki Indians

Pierre Clastres

Translation and foreword by Paul Auster

The late French anthropologist Pierre Clastres describes in novelistic detail his encounter with a now vanished Paraguayan tribe.

"It is, I believe, nearly impossible not to love this book. The care and patience with which it is written, the incisiveness of its observations, its humor, its intellectual rigor, its compassion—all these qualities reinforce one another to make it an important, memorable work."

— from Paul Auster’s Foreword

Distributed for Zone Books • 360 pp., 57 illus. $25.50

Society Against the State

Essays in Political Anthropology

Pierre Clastres

"This collection of provocative essays... serves as a brilliant example of imaginative scholarship converting academic questions into grand explorations of human nature. On a more immediate level, it is a remarkable contribution to political anthropology."

— In These Times

Distributed for Zone Books • 224 pp. $14 paper
Latin American Literary Review

An award-winning journal featuring articles and book reviews by leading scholars in the fields of Hispanic and Brazilian literature.

Published semiannually in June (January-June) and December (July-December) in English, Spanish, and Portuguese.

Subscriptions:

Domestic | Individual $22 • Institution $38
Foreign | Individual $30 • Institution $40

All back issues $16.00 except #29 ($20.00) and #37 ($16.95)

English and Spanish-language title catalogues from Latin American Literary Review Press available by request. Please call or write.

Latin American Literary Review Press
121 Edgewood Avenue • Pittsburgh, PA 15218
Tel 412/371-9023 • Fax 412/371-9025
E-mail LALRP@aol.com
"A superbly written, excellently translated, and powerfully persuasive expose which all students of Latin American and U.S. history must read."—CHOICE, American Library Association

Eduardo Galeano

Open Veins of Latin America

FIVE CENTURIES OF THE PILLAGE OF A CONTINENT

With a new Foreword by ISABEL ALLENDE

"A clear, passionate account of almost 500 years of Latin American history.... _Open Veins of Latin America_ continues to speak to generations of people who want to understand capitalism and exploitation in Latin America, and in the rest of the world."—ELIZABETH DORE, University of Portsmouth

author of _Nicaragua: A Myth of Modernity_

"He has more first-hand knowledge of Latin America than anybody else I can think of, and uses it to tell the world of the dreams and disillusions, the hopes and the failures of its people. He is an adventurer with a talent for writing, a compassionate heart, and a soft sense of humor.... Galeano denounces exploitation with uncompromising ferocity, yet this book is almost poetic in its description of solidarity and human capacity for survival in the midst of the worst kind of despoliation."—ISABEL ALLENDE, from her new foreword to _Open Veins of Latin America_

"Well written and passionately stated, this is an intellectually honest and valuable study."—LIBRARY JOURNAL

$18.00 PAPER/$27.00 CLOTH/360 pp. ($3.00 P&H)

MONTHLY REVIEW PRESS 1-800-670-9499
122 WEST 27TH STREET • NEW YORK, NY 10001 • Tel: (212) 691-2555 • Fax: (212) 727-3676
CHANGING HISTORY

Afro-Cuban Cabildos and Societies of Color in the Nineteenth Century

PHILIP A. HOWARD

Howard illuminates the process by which African immigrants, both slave and free, employed benevolent societies to retain their culture and identity, protect their human rights, and eventually facilitate their integration into post-emancipation Cuban society. From early African slave-based associations to Pan-Afro-Cuban groups of the late nineteenth century, Howard's study is crucial to understanding the African experience in Cuba.

Illustrated • $35.00
New from Duke

Close Encounters of Empire
Writing the Cultural History of U.S.-Latin American Relations
Gilbert M. Joseph, Catherine C. LeGrand, and Ricardo D. Salvatore, editors
Turning away from political-economic models that see only domination and resistance, exploiters and victims, the contributors to this pathbreaking collection suggest alternate ways of understanding the role that U.S. actors and agencies have played in Latin America during the postcolonial period.
528 pages, 25 b&w photos, paper $19.95
American Encounters/Global Interactions

Rural Revolt in Mexico
U.S. Intervention and the Domain of Subaltern Politics
Expanded Edition
Daniel Nugent, editor
“This is the best country-focused collection of essays available on rural politics and peasant movements in Latin America.”—Leon Zamosc, University of California at San Diego
384 pages, paper $19.95
American Encounters/Global Interactions

Political Policing
The United States and Latin America
Martha K. Huggins
With data from previously classified U.S. and Brazilian government documents, Political Policing examines the nature and consequences of U.S. police training in Brazil and other Latin American countries.
“Political Policing is the most comprehensive investigation we have of the long and detestable U.S. involvement in police training in Latin America. . . .”
—Jack Langguth, University of Southern California
256 pages, paper $17.95

New in Paperback
The Politics of Memory
Native Historical Interpretation in the Colombian Andes
Joanne Rappaport
“Rappaport demonstrates how a long-oppressed people uses the available fragments of historical interpretation to create a highly politicized form of historical thought.”—Jean E. Jackson, Hispanic American Historical Review
280 pages, 21 illustrations, paper $17.95
Latin America Otherwise
To Die in This Way
Nicaraguan Indians and the Myth of Mestizaje, 1880-1965
Jeffrey L. Gould
"To Die in This Way is an extraordinary achievement. The research required to sustain such an innovative and original argument is truly impressive, ranging from searches through political and legal archives to ethnography and oral history. In short, this is a pathbreaking major work in Latin American history."—John Coatsworth, Harvard University.
320 pages, 11 b&w photos, paper $18.95
Latin America Otherwise

Contested Communities
Class, Gender, and Politics in Chile's El Teniente Copper Mine, 1904-1951
Thomas Miller Klubock
"Combining the explanatory power of theory with rich, evocative narrative, Klubock sets a new standard for the treatment of gender relations and politics in Latin American labor history."—Gil Joseph, Yale University
352 pages, 14 b&w photos, paper $19.95
Comparative and International Working-Class History

Back in Print
Cochabamba, 1550-1900
Colonialism and Agrarian Transformation in Bolivia
Brooke Larson
Expanded edition
"[A] magnificent work in social history. In terms of its historical scope, rich detail, and theoretical sophistication, [Larson's] represents a model for social historians."—Erwin P. Grieshaber, The Americas
456 pages, 40 illustrations, paper $19.95
Winner of the 1990 Best Book Award from the New England Council on Latin American Studies

Now in Paperback
Myth and Archive
A Theory of Latin American Narrative
Roberto González Echevarría
"González Echevarría has taken a major step toward explaining why [Latin American] works belong not just in courses in Latin American literature but in those that focus on the novelistic tradition, and he has also given us good reason to reexamine the entire narrative history of the New World."—The Latin American Research Review
1991. 272 pages, paper $17.95
Winner of LASA's Bryce Wood Book Award and the MLA's Katherine Singer Kovacs Prize

Duke University Press
Box 90660
Durham, NC 27708-0660
919-688-5134
www.duke.edu/web/dupress/
Tracing the Veins
Of Copper, Culture, and Community from Butte to Chuquicamata
Janet L. Finn

“Novel, engaging, and interesting... [Finn] conveys the urgency of understanding the intertwining sources of conflict and struggle in the contemporary world.”
—Benjamin S. Orlove, University of California, Davis

This tale of two cities—Butte, Montana, and Chuquicamata, Chile—traces the relationship of capitalism and community across cultural, national, and geographic boundaries.

$45.00 cloth, $16.95 paper, illustrated

Tenth Anniversary Edition With a new Preface

Revolutionary Mexico
The Coming and Process of the Mexican Revolution
John Mason Hart

“A probing and passionate inquiry... goes a long way toward dispelling myths and clarifying the process of Mexican history.”
—Carlos Fuentes, New York Times Book Review

$16.95 paper, illustrated

At bookstores or order 1-800-822-6657.
University of California Press
www.ucpress.edu

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

COLONIAL LATIN AMERICA
Third Edition
MARK A. BURKHOLDER, University of Missouri, St Louis, and LYMAN L. JOHNSON, University of North Carolina, Charlotte

Praise for the previous edition
“The best, without exception, introduction to colonial Latin America to date. Wonderful to depend upon for the principal events, trends, and newest scholarship.”—Lawrence A. Clayton, University of Alabama

“Functioned superbly as the main text for my courses....Concise, well-written, and easy to read. The students find it interesting and clear. Top job!”—Francie Chassen-Lopez, University of Kentucky

This third edition includes a new section on the Mayas and expanded material on other pre-conquest native peoples, as well as additional material on popular culture and a greater discussion of ethnohistory. Numerous illustrations and maps lend immediacy to the narrative, and biographical examples of both conqueror and conquered illustrate colonial life.

1997 384 pp.; 32 figures, 31 photos, 5 maps paper $22.00/ cloth $49.95

To request an examination copy, write on school letterhead giving course name, expected enrollment, and your decision date, to College Sales Coordinator at the address below:
Oxford University Press • 198 Madison Avenue • New York, NY 10016
To order any book by credit card, call toll-free 1-800-451-7565. Prices and publication dates are subject to change.
PLEASE VISIT OUR WORLD WIDE WEB SITE AT: http://www.oup-usa.org/
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